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Abstract— In this study, we investigate the influence of
Named Entities (NEs) on the task of Story Link Detection (SLD),
which is one of the important subtasks in Topic Detection and
Tracking (TDT). TDT aims at developing algorithms for either
clustering documents, e.g., online news, and then tracking new
ones with respect to a predetermined topic or otherwise detecting
a new topic. Furthermore, SLD focuses on determining whether
the stories are about the same topic. Vector Space Model (VSM)
was used as a base method in this work for “All-words” and
Named Entities (NE) separately. We also investigated the effect of
controlled entity intersection on the performance of previous
VSM based methods. Combining these methods provided
improvement in correctly estinating whether the stories are
linked or not.

Keywords— story link detection; topic detection and tracking;
vector space model; information retrieval; named entity.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there have been a growing number of
online news sources. Having many options might be attractive
for the user, but, on the other hand, the user might spend a
substantial amount of time surfing the Internet in search for
the needed information. If proper information retrieval (IR)
techniques are used, helping the user reach the needed
information becomes an easier task. So, in order to manage the
huge increase in news articles, grouping similar articles and
linking similar stories are indispensable steps for IR tasks.

An information retrieval system is composed of a corpus
of documents, and access functions with capability of
comparing the words of the query terms in user queries, and
the terms of the documents in the corpus to determine the
relevant documents. At this point, the basic function of
information retrieval systems is to access all relevant
documents in the corpus and comb out non-relevant ones in
order to meet the information needs of users [1]. TDT is one
of the most important tasks in the study of IR. Hence, recent
academic studies on the Web IR systems mainly focus on the
TDT program.

TDT studies aim to organize, identify and follow all kinds
of stories published on the Web [2]. To accomplish this goal,
TDT studies are divided into five main tasks: story
segmentation, topic detection, topic tracking, first story
detection and story link detection:

- Story Segmentation: determines story boundaries,

- Topic Detection: determines the subject of the story,

- Topic Tracking: follows a pre-determined story,

- First Story Detection: identifies stories not encountered
previously,

- Story Link Detection: determines if two stories are linked
or not,

SLD tasks are reported as the most important sub-tasks of
TDT studies [3]. The purpose of SLD is to determine whether
two independent stories are on the same subject or not [4].
“Story” in this paper is defined as a piece of news about a
single “topic” in TDT problems. “Topic” is a seminal event or
an activity along with all directly related events and activities.
[2]. “Event” is a specific thing that happens at a specific time
and place.

In this paper, we analyze story link detection and
investigate word based and named entity based techniques.
Our purpose is to detect whether two documents are linked or
not. We present the performance of two techniques and show
the improvement in the performance of a link detection system
using a combination of these techniques. After performing the
SLD task, the results of this sub-task can be applicable to
other sub-tasks of TDT. In this respect, successful
determination of whether two stories are on the same topic or
not by using SLD, is expected to solve many problems for
TDT [5].

This paper presents a combination of different techniques
to improve the performance of link detection. A combination
of methods in some cases provides an improvement in
estimating whether two stories are linked or not. The work is
evaluated on the Turkish news corpus, and the experimental
results indicate that story link detection using a combination of
methods can help obtain a better performance.

We used VSM as the base model in this work. Our
experimental results indicate the result of VSM which is
inspired by the co-sine similarity concept, is better than
alternatives. Word-based (WB) and entity-based (EB) tests of
this method are carried out separately.

We also control the intersection of named entities between
two stories. Intersection checking is used in order to determine
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which two different news are on the same topic. Experiments
are designed to assess how VSM performance is affected
when entity intersection checking is used. We analyzed OR
and AND logical combination of VSM with the Named Entity
Intersection (NEI) method. Word-based and entity-based
scenarios of VSM, OR/AND-logical combination with NEI
are carried out separately.

Inspired by the study presented in [6], we defined a simple
Named Entity Resemblance Function (NERF) in order to give
more importance to the named entities between two stories. To
enhance the effectiveness of named entities by simple
normalization on naming entities between news articles, the
similarity score between two news stories is calculated using
the function in [6]. This method was not successful in Turkish
news tasks, but it was successful in a Chinese study.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give
an outline of the related work within the topic. In Section 3,
we talk about the methodology used in the paper. In Section 4,
we give details of the tests carried out during our experiments
and present their results. In Section 5, we present the
conclusion by summarizing our contribution. In Section 6, we
briefly note future studies that can be carried out as a follow-
up for this work.

II. RELATED WORK

Academic studies in the field of TDT story link detection
task require identifying pairs of linked stories. In the story link
detection systems which have been developed so far, the best
technology for link detection relies on the use of cosine
similarity between document terms vectors with Term
Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) term
weighting.

Some academic studies in the SLD field show that
relevance models (RM) produce better results than other IR
methods [7]. Some works on SLD based on VSM use the
cosine similarity measurement between the data streams [8]
[9] [10]. UMass has examined a number of similar measures
in the link detection task, such as weighted sum and language
modeling, and found that the cosine similarity produced the
best results [10]. Additionally, a different study by the same
authors showed that VSM performed better on the SLD task
based on Turkish news [4].

Another point that information retrieval researchers focus
on is how to select terms representing documents and weight
them effectively. Document representation is an extremely
important step in traditional IR systems as well as in TDT
studies [11]. Depending on the study areas, word-based and
entity-based methods are usually used for the representation of
the documents [6] [12] [13].

In SLD task, many methods are used to compare the
quantity of the overlapping words within two stories. Large
numbers of overlapping words between two stories means
there is a higher probability that they discuss the same topic.
This approach formed the basis of all the methods that use
vector space models [14].

Some studies on TDT task also claim that document
representation using only words is not enough [15].

Experiments reported in [16] compared two different stories
using named entities taking into account: person (who),
location (where), time (when) and action (what) words. In a
similar study, name, location and time information in the news
are expressed in separate vectors and named entities such as
name, place and time are extracted by automatic inference
methods. Using the named entities to identify the most recent
(newest) news provides a significant performance increase [6].
Researchers in both of those studies proposed similarity
metrics based on intersection, especially while comparing the
time and place [17].

The use of entity names on the Turkish corpus in order to
improve SLD performance was not studied so far. Literature
emphasizes that more in-depth studies should be done in this
regard [18].

In some studies, a combination of different methods
provides improvement for estimating whether two stories are
linked. Furthermore, it is also reported in the literature that
access performance is increased by using a combination of
different methods [4] [6] [19].

Named entities are also used in determining news
similarity in order to perform SLD task [18]. Similar studies
for Turkish corpus, mainly by using machine-learning
methods, that extract named entities (name, place,
organization e.g.) automatically from texts are reported in [20]
[21].

III. METHODOLOGY

A. TDT Test Collection

We used new event detection and topic tracking test
collection (BilCol-2005), which was developed by the
information retrieval group at Bilkent University. The Bilkent
information retrieval group aims to develop effective and
efficient information retrieval tools, with an emphasis on the
Turkish language. The BilCol-2005 test collection comprises
news stories from five different Turkish news sources on the
Web (both broadcast news and daily news articles): CNN
Turk, Haber 7, Milliyet, TRT, and Zaman. More information
about BilCol-2005 is provided in [18].

In the BilCol-2005 corpus, 5,883 news stories were
classified under 80 different topic titles, while the rest
(203,442) has yet to be classified. In this study, tests were
carried on the classified news stories.

Most of the studies on Named Entity Recognition (NER)
subfield have been done for English, Chinese and Spanish
texts. Studies for Turkish language texts have only started
recently. Thereby, automatic NER methods in Turkish are still
immature. So, in the preparation phase of the dataset, tagging
of named entities was carried out manually. As in many IR
systems, most studies focus on which words to select as
named entities or keywords and how weighting of these
keywords has to be done as well as how these weighted
keyword will most effectively be compared [22] [23]. In this
context, named entities in the dataset are tagged with the
following labels: “Person”, “Location”, “Organization”,
“Time”, “Date”, “Percentage”, “Money”, “Unknown”. The
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label “unknown” is used for tagging all entities in the text
when tagging with the other labels above was not possible.

Here is an example of a labeled entity:

<Person>Shakespeare<Person>

<Location>Ankara<Location>

<Organization>Galatasaray<Organization>

<Date>1992<Date>

B. Evaluation Methodology

The performance is measured by obtaining precision,
recall and F-measure values for each test. Recall is the
proportion of retrieved relevant documents to total related
documents and precision is the proportion of accessed relevant
documents to total accessed documents. F-measure identifies
the harmonic mean of precision and recall [24]. These three
values are expressed mathematically in the following
equations:

documentaccessedofnumber

documentrelevantaccessedofnumber
ecision

−−−

−−−−
=Pr

(1)

documentrelevantofnumbertotal

documentrelevantaccessedofnumber
call

−−−−

−−−−
=Re

(2)

callecision

callecision
MeasureF

RePr

Re*Pr*2

+
=−

(3)

In this paper, we assumed that high precision and high
recall or higher F-measure values represent better results.

Studies on the combination of different methods generally
increases the values of recall, yet, at the same time, retrieves a
lot of unrelated documents, thereby decreasing precision
values and degrading the overall system performance.
Therefore, it is extremely important to develop combined
models that would provide the best possible values for both
precision and recall.

C. SLD Methods Used In The Study

Different types of documents may have different retrieval
characteristics. Text retrieval methods are typically designed
to find documents relevant to a query based on some criterion,
such as cosine similarity. We used vector space model (VSM)
as a base method for the Turkish corpus. The vector space
model developed in the late 1960s is still a very popular
approach and is commonly used in IR systems as a retrieval
function [25]. Although this method has been widely used for
SLD task of TDT studies, there is, to the best of our
knowledge, no study that was carried out to apply it on a
Turkish corpus [2][3].

VSM calculates the similarity between compared
documents based on common term conflicts. So, we analyze

the word-based and entity-based approaches in the first two
steps of the experiments.

The steps used in our experiment are:

1- VSM Word Based (WB)

2- VSM Entity Based (EB)

3- Named Entity Intersection (NEI)

4- VSM (WB) OR NEI

5- VSM (WB) AND NEI

6- VSM (EB) OR NEI

7- VSM (EB) OR NEI

8- Named Entity Resemblance Function (NERF)

VSM is used with words and entity based approach as an
access function. In information retrieval systems, which use
this method, each document is shown as a vector of a
collection of t1, t2…tn single words. Coefficient values of t1,
t2,…tn, are determined based on the number of times that
related word appears in the collection (ti).

In traditional IR methods, a general approach for
representing the vector coefficients is identified as the idf-
weighted cosine coefficient and is shown as tf.idf (term
frequency, inverse document frequency). Similarity between
the two vectors (a and b) is calculated by applying Equation 1
where tfa (w) represents the frequency of word w in the
document a, tfb (w) represents the frequency of word w in
document b, and idf (w) represents the frequency of word w in
all documents in the corpus.

sim(a,b) =
tf

a
(w).tf

b
(w).idf (w)

w=1

n

å

tf
a

2(w)
w=1

n

å . tf
b

2(w)
w=1

n

å

(4)

In the second step, by using the determined entity names,
we created entity vectors for each article document. By
applying Equation 4, we can calculate the similarity between
the entity vectors. With this method, the biggest challenge is
that some documents may not have enough named entities for
creating a good quality entity vector. If the vector created is
very sparse, it will not be good enough to make comparisons.

To resolve this problem, in the third step, we controlled the
named entity intersection between the stories. When two news
stories are compared and even if only one entity intersection is
found, then these two news stories were determined as linked.
In this step, the entity intersection control is examined by
determining whether these two news stories are on the same
topic or in different topics.

In the first three steps of the experiments, we illustrated the
realization task of SLD with independent decisions of these
methods separately. However, in the next four steps (4,5,6,7)
we made judgments using the OR-AND logical operators to
obtain combined decision results for these methods. Thus, we
had the chance to catch the relevant missed documents with
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VSM by using the Named Entities methods [34]. So, in the
fourth step, independent decisions about VSM word-based and
NE intersection were carried out and coupling was done with
OR logical operator. Following this, in the next step (fifth) we
performed AND-logical combination of VSM (WB) and NE
intersection methods. In the sixth and seventh steps, similar to
two previous steps (4,5) experimental tests were carried out
between entity-based VSM and NE intersection checking
method.

In the final step, we used a resemblance function to
calculate the similarity between two news stories using only
named entity. Actually, by normalizing common entities
between the stories, this function calculates the similarity
score between news stories based on named entities. In order
to reach the similarity score between news stories based on
named entities, and also to emphasize the importance of the
named entities in comparison, we used the resemblance
function [5]. The resemblance function between two
documents a and b is defined as follows:

U
I

ba

ba
baf =),( (5)

In Equation 5, the numerator is the number of entities
common in a and b and the denominator is the number of all
entities in a and b.

IV. TESTING AND RESULTS

The dataset is divided into training (one third of the news
stories) and test (two thirds of news stories) sets. The news
stories in the training set are used to determine the threshold
parameter value. In this respect, the threshold value of the
VSM method was defined as the optimum point where recall
and precision become equal. Tests were carried on the corpus
which includes 3,922 news stories with known topic titles that
were not used in the training set. During testing, news stories
with known topic titles were compared with the rest of the
news stories in the test set. Furthermore, logical OR/AND
operators were applied to the results obtained using VSM and
NE methods so that the effects of OR/AND operators on
precision and recall measures could be evaluated. To
determine the overall performance, precision, recall and F-
measure values were also calculated. In the course of testing,
Turkish stop-words were removed and also stemming was
applied.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes how well the performance of the VSM
is in the SLD task. Our purpose in this work was to detect
whether two documents are linked or not. This paper presents
a combination of different word-based and entity-based
techniques to improve the performance of link detection. A
combination of methods is shown to provide improved
estimation performance in some cases.

The findings obtained using all methods are presented in
Table I (P: Precision, R: Recall, F: F-Measure, T: Threshold).
As the results indicate, the combinations using Boolean OR
operator of VSM word-based and VSM entity-based with

Named Entities intersection methods resulted in substantial
improvements in performance.

The highest performance is obtained using the OR
combination of VSM entity-based and NE intersection which
was obtained with an F-measure value of 0.90 (recall: 0.84
and precision: 0.98). This combination achieved a substantial
30% increase in performance compared to the best case with
VSM which resulted in an F-measure value of 0.60 (recall:
0.56 and precision: 0.65).

In this work we aimed at developing methods that provide
higher precision and recall simultaneously. So, when we
analyze the results of Named Entity Intersection (NEI) with a
precision value of 0.13 and recall value of 0.81, we understand
that this method was not very successful for the SLD task.
But, these results can also be interpreted differently as it is
possible to conclude that this method is able to determine that
two articles are on different topics with a rate of 81%.

TABLE I. TEST RESULTS

Method P R F T

VSM (WB) 0.61 0.58 0.59 0.05

VSM (EB) 0.65 0.56 0.60 0.02

NEI 0.13 0.81 0.23 -

VSM (WB) OR NEI 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.04

VSM (WB) AND NEI 0.53 0.51 0.52 0.05

VSM (EB) OR NEI 0.98 0.84 0.90 0.01

VSM (EB) AND NEI 0.65 0.56 0.60 0.02

NERF 0.98 0.13 0.22 0.02

In this work, SLD that drew special attention within the
TDT research is applied for the first time on a Turkish corpus
using Named Entities method using named entities extracted
from the text manually. The results clearly show that the VSM
performance is substantially affected by the combination of
NE methods, in identifying the similarities of news stories.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Further studies should investigate the effect of Named
Entities individually and in different combinations on the
retrieval performance for identification. Actually, controlling
named entities and identifying individual intersection in order
to determine which named entities lead to better performances
are two different approaches that can be investigated.

Furthermore, named entities with binary (person and
location), triple (person, location, and date) or quad (person,
location, date and organization) combination intersections
between news can be analyzed. By analyzing these named
entities, we were able to detect which combination of named
entities is better for the SLD task. In some studies, event based
methods are used for SLD detection. “Date” and “Location”
named entities are used to extract events. Extraction of events
will enable the use of event word-based methods.
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In this study, we do not use “query expansion” which is a
well-established technique in IR. An important performance
parameter in IR applications is the query length, i.e., the
number of words used in queries. The effect of query length
on retrieval performance based on named entities can also be
analyzed for IR application environments. “Query expansion”
technique based on non-entity words (all-words) was carried
out by the same authors previously in [26] and [27].
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